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Seller/Buyer/Forum 

Name/ebay sales ID 

Comments 

(2021 UPDATE: Facebook Profile names are being added as well or if no forum name is available) 

FYI – To search for Facebook Users use Ctrl + F on your keyboard (for find) or use the “keyword search” function on 

your device to search for the person’s name you wish to research 

Anichol (June 2013): She has issues with sticking with agreed upon trades and backs out after a long period of time. Also delays 

in paying after agreed upon date. 

(February 2017): She was interested in a piece I had for sale but dragged the transaction out for months–claiming she 

was busy with work–had slow replies, did not have time to take pictures, et cetera. I did my best to work around her 

issues but eventually she stopped responding to my emails entirely. 

Bette (Brianna) 

Brianna Cole on 

Facebook 

(July 2017) Was disappointed by a paint difference on a GB hatching peg, but didn’t request any close-up pictures or 

mention being very picky. Made it seem like a default, while Grab Bags are specifically listed as being a “no nit-picking 

edition”. Accused the person to have deliberately misled her in that regard, when it wasn’t the case at all. 

Bonnie Blake on 

Facebook 

(Feb 2022) Item was described as perfect, but is missing forehead jewel and smells faintly of cigarettes and air 

freshener. It arrived in cigarette-scented boxes, peanuts, paper, and bag. Shipped in the original box and bag, set inside 

another box that was not entirely intact despite being called sturdy by the seller (box was turned inside out and top 

flaps were taped to the body of the box) Communication was OK, and I received tracking. Not recommended if you care 

about cigarette smell.  
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CherokeeDR (October 2011): She has issues with getting back to people. Nice seller once she gets her life a bit more organized. 

Communication was a problem, but things got resolved in the end, so this is more buyers beware. 

(July 2015) I received a report that she was selling on ebay under another name:  redneck woman.  Poor 

communication, slow shipping, and overcharged shipping.  The buyer only found out it was the same person by the 

name on the shipping label after the parcel was received. For more details or for the name, PM me. 

 

gorgeousglassgallery (October 2015) Auction item was listed as new and confirmed mint/undamaged. However, when the item was received, 

there was a chip. Seller was contacted about return, but no response for 10 days, then matter was taken through 

Paypal’s resolution center. After a lot of back and forth, item was returned and refund issued, but it took a really long 

time. 

Kachina (September 2011) I received a complaint describing something akin to scamming. Offered an item for sale, replied that 

several people were interested and that the first one to pay would have the item. Granted, the email was a bit 

ambiguous, but when reading it, I also interpreted it the same way as the buyer: it sounded like the seller expected to 

receive a bunch of payments – would reimbursement be issued? Nothing was mentioned, and when called on it, the 

seller replied rudely, without addressing any of the buyer’s concerns. Buyer didn’t send any money and item had been 

sold, so no issue remains, but it’s the idea behind it that raises concern. 

I suspect a poorly worded email to begin with, followed by a response based on hurt feelings, hence why this is under 

the Neutral list rather than the Negative list. 

Keplilly (January 2011) I received a complaint about poor packaging on a bigger piece, but nothing else warranting being 

mentioned on the negative list. Recommendation: if buying a bigger piece from her, give special instructions on how to 

pack. 
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Kim 

Kimberly Ann Hinds on 

Facebook 

(April 2021) Wanted a piece I had for trade and unfortunately I didn’t want to trade for her offers, but continues to 

borderline harass me for the item.  

Kristen Nelson (September 2017) Sold a piece and was paid in full. After multiple messages saying she had been delayed and would 

ship ASAP, the item still wasn’t shipped. Over 6 weeks later, the buyer still doesn’t have a tracking number or the item. 

Only once a PayPal dispute was open did the seller ship the item.  

Marzena Borzecka - 

Sikora on Facebook 

(05/2022) Item is nice but I was vastly overcharged on shipping 

Redneck woman See CherokeeDR. 

SecertHope / Elise 

Karen Pollack on 

Facebook 

I have sold to her with absolutely no problems, and did a trade with her without any issues. Honestly, the only reason I 

would not buy or trade pieces with her again is because the pieces I got smelled too strongly of cigarette smoke. Other 

than that I had a fine experience trading with her and the piece was otherwise as described. 

(March 2022) I sold Elise a PYO Unicorn I painted back in November 2021through the Classifieds ads on the Windstone 

Forums. The transaction itself was not bad which is why I am giving it a neutral feedback. Though communication 

wasn’t always the smoothest, payment was received quickly, and I had no major issues with the transaction itself 

however she never confirmed she actually received the package safely or at all. When I checked the tracking at the time 

it confirmed delivery, so I emailed her to check after a week of it being delivered because she never confirmed she got 

it and I still haven’t heard back from her. It would have been nice to know she received it successfully. Also the name 

she used on the Windstone website is different then the name she is under in Paypal (Karen Pollak) and when I checked 
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under feedback, she had a fair amount of negative comments. Not that it makes any difference but it’s worth noting.  

Suzanne-Marie 

(Suzanne-Marie 

Raines) 

(November 2017) The seller agreed to hold selling a statue for her until an agreed upon date. She asked if the seller had 

any more of the sculpt for sale, which was not the case at the time. Later when the seller bought an expensive piece 

and decide to list some special pieces to Ebay, she contacted the seller asking to get preferential price and free shipping 

since it would be the second time she bought something from the seller. When seller refused since this was a new sale, 

she implied that the seller had deceived her as to what pieces she had available for sale. She then told the seller that 

she no longer wanted the first piece and that her decision was firm. 

(August 2020) Extremely pushy when it comes to buying. If you cannot meet her needs exactly as far as price, invoicing, 

and ship dates and options she becomes very rude and argumentative. Not an easy person to deal with.  

The Quest Bookshop 

(in Wheaton, IL) 

I called and asked if they had any Windstone Dragons and they had one. A black and gold male dragon. At my request 

they put him behind the counter for me and told me they had the original box. They sent several pictures. When I 

arrived to pick him up he was damaged. There was a divot gone from his back/tail about the size of a pencil eraser. We 

looked around where he had been displayed but couldn’t find the piece. Turns out they did not have the original box 

for him either and gave me a 20% discount off. Everyone was friendly and helpful, but I should have been told about 

the damage before I drove over an hour to pick him up.  

Tiffany 

Tiffany Owenes-

Anderson on Facebook 

(June 2020) She texts and emails to the point of almost harassment. She does pay eventually for the things she wants 

but doesn’t let the seller know when the piece arrives.   
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TwigMom (July 2011) Instance of a poor packager, but a rather lucky one: A mother pegasus and baby pegasus were shipped 

together. When the box came in the mail the side was badly bashed in with a gaping hole and was stamped "received in 

bad condition" by the post office. I took the package to the post office so that I could open it with an official witness 

there. Seller had wrapped a plastic Target bag around each piece and then taped the two pieces together. She had put 

one small piece of bubble wrap around the two and then put them in the box with only two more plastic Target bags. 

There was nothing to keep the items from rolling and being thrown around inside. I don't know how, but miraculously 

both pieces were intact. 

Wolfenmachine 

Linsey Welborn on 

Facebook 

(December 2012) Instance of poor communication. It took her about 50 days from the date she said she was shipping 

an item, to finally ship it. Messages went unanswered, rather than being up front about it.  

(March 2014) Trade done with her in October of 2013. Sent the piece, but forgot to send the COA. After multiple 

attempts at contacting her, COA still has not received – it’s been 6 months.  EDIT June 2014: COA was received 

 

 


